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A LEADER IN SKILLS DEVELOPMENT WITHIN OUR DIVERSE SECTOR 

1. "Company Error for Grant Sign Off: Please assign company contact with user responsibility: 

Mandatory Grant Application (This Excludes CEO/CFO Contact Persons) 

 

 

Why am I receiving this error 

CATHSSETA MG Application Sign-off Rules for companies that have more than 50 Employees 

or companies that have 1-49 employee (where a recognition agreement is in place): 

 

Authorised Sign-offs 

 

1. Primary SDF 

2. CEO/ MD/ CFO 

3. Training Committee Member Designated to sign-off the Mandatory Grant (this requirement 

has not been met) 

 

Business Rule: 

The same user cannot be designated to sign-off the MG Application in different roles i.e. the CEO 

cannot sign-off MG Application in his/her capacity as the CEO and also as the Primary SDF. 

 

How to Resolve: 

You need to add a training committee member to company contacts and designate them user 

responsibility: Mandatory Grant Application. 
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Navigate to SDF/ Company Management/ Select the company (selected company will be 

highlighted green) check if company details are locked, if locked, scroll down and on the right 

hand side you will see text written "UNLOCK COMPANY DETAILS" click to unlock. Navigate to 

Entity Contacts and click to add a person (blue button) 

 

2. "Company Error for Grant Sign Off: Please assign either a CEO/MD/CFO/ Finance Manager 

against the selected company and assign Mandatory Grant Application user responsibility" 

 

 

Why am I receiving this error 

CATHSSETA MG Application Sign-off Rules for companies all companies indicate that one of the 
Sign-off Users must be either the CEO/MD/ CFO. 

If the CEO /MD/CFO is not designated to sign-off the MG Application this requirement is not met, 
the validation fails, and you will receive this error message. 

Business Rule: 

The same user cannot be designated to sign-off the MG Application in different roles i.e. the CEO 
cannot sign-off MG Application in his/her capacity as the CEO and also as the Primary SDF. 
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How to Resolve: 

You need to add either a CEO/MD/ CFO to company contacts and designate them user 
responsibility: Mandatory Grant Application. 

Navigate to SDF/ Company Management/ Select the company (selected company will be 
highlighted green) check if company details are locked, if locked, scroll down and on the right 
hand side you will see text written "UNLOCK COMPANY DETAILS" click to unlock. Navigate to 
Entity Contacts and click to add a person (blue button). 


